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Lest We Forget —
“The USSVI Submariner’s Creed”
To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who
gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds,
and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of
motivation toward greater accomplishments.
Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of
America and its Constitution.
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News Brief
1. Next Meeting: At 1100, third Saturday of each month at the Knollwood
Sportsman’s Club. Mark your calendars for these upcoming dates:
a. MARCH 16
b. APRIL 20
c. MAY 18
2. Duty Cook Roster:
a. MARCH – BRET ZACHER’S SUPERB CORNED BEEF
b. APRIL – CHRIS GAINES
c. MAY - SEE YOUR NAME HERE!
3. March Birthdays: Chris Gaines 13th; Tom Oker 17th; John Lindstedt 17th; and
Richard Smiskol 26th. Happy Birthday, Shipmates!

4. Shop for USS ILLINOIS-themed items and help the FRG raise money here:
https://shop.spreadshirt.com/uss-illinois-786-frg/.
5. Support the Cobia - Crash Dive is committed to keeping the Cobia healthy.
You can help too, even from afar. Join the WI Maritime Museum;
www.wisconsinmaritime.org.
6. See www.786Club.org for news of the April 22 luncheon meeting in Chicago
with ADM Frank Caldwell, Jr., Director Naval Nuclear Propulsion.

Crash Dive Meeting Minutes
February 16, 2019
1. Attendees:
a. Clay Hill
b. Greg Miller
c. Frank Voznak, Jr.
d. Maurice Young
e. Frank Walter
f. Ted Rotzoll
g. Larry Warnke
h. Herman Mueller
i. Glenn Barts, Sr.
j. Bret Zacher
k. Dick Anderson
2. Meeting was called to order by
Clay Hill at 1117 followed by the
Pledge of Allegiance.
3. Secretary’s Report was given by
Glenn Barts. Minutes are
published in the newsletter that
is posted on the Website.
4. Treasurer’s Report given by Glenn
Barts. Savings $1,173.69;
Checking $4491.69; Sub
Memorial Checking $110,944.14,
Savings $5.00 and held by
national $64,252.08.
5. Committee Reports
a. Newsletter – Posted on
Webpage.
b. Membership – Send dues to
Chris Gaines, 513 W. Downer
Place, Aurora, IL 60506.
c. Charitable Service – Greg
Miller and Frank Voznak went
to the O’Hare USO to deliver
pillow cases and toiletries.
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d. Community Outreach – Cobia
Working Party either February
25-28 or March 7-10. Need
people to help with the work.
e. Hospitality – KSC Corned Beef
and Cabbage dinner on March
9.
f. Webmaster – If you have
something to post on the
Website, send it to Frank
Voznak.
g. Storekeeper – No news.
h. Procedures – No news.
i. Eagle Scout – Four
presentations coming up.
Sent information to AS
magazine and hope that the
picture and information are
accepted.
j. Memorial –
i. Selected gray paver color.
ii. Frank Voznak updated
memorial status: water-tight
door being painted; pictures
from the fabrication shop;
review of the engraving
process; wooden seats to be
teak; Chris Gaines and Bret
Zacher are planning the
ribbon cutting with the City
of Chicago helping set the
date.
6. Old (Unfinished) Business
a. None.
7. New Business
a. None.
8. Good of the Order item:
a. Duty Cook
i. Thanks to our Maurice
Young for taking a turn in
the galley.
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ii. March – Brett Zacher’s
Superb Corned Beef.
iii. April – Chris Gaines
b. 786 Club – No news.
9. Adjourn. Glenn Barts moved to
adjourn; Bret Zacher seconded.
Meeting adjourned at 1:10.

Lost Boats
(SS 176)

3/3/42

USS Grampus

(SS 207)

3/5/43

USS H-1

(SS 28)

3/12/20

USS Triton

(SS 201) 3/15/43

USS Kete

(SS 369) 3/20/45

USS S-4

(SS 23)

USS Tullibee

(SS 284) 3/26/44

USS Trigger

(SS 237) 3/26/45





February 25, 1944 - USS Hoe (SS 258)
attacks a Japanese convoy at the mouth of
Davao Gulf, sinking the fleet tanker Nissho
Maru and damaging the fleet tanker
Kyokuto Maru, while USS Rasher (SS 269)
sinks Japanese army cargo ship Ryusei
Maru and freighter Tango Maru off the
north coast of Bali.
February 26, 1936 - USS R-8 (SS-85) While
still in a state of preservation, R-8 sank.
She was later raised.
February 28, 1982 - USS Robert E Lee
(SSBN-601) A-3 missiles were off loaded
and officially ended the US Navy's Polaris
program.
March 1, 1959 – USS Harder (SS-568)
Harder participated in SUBICEX during
which she cruised 280 miles beneath the
ice packs off Newfoundland, further than
any conventionally powered submarine
had previously gone.
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Undersea Warfare History







USS Perch














March 4, 1944 - USS Tinosa (SS-283) :
Tinosa ended her 5th war patrol at
Pearl Harbor, HI.
March 5, 1966 - USS Capitaine (SS-336) :
Transferred (loaned) to Italy, 5 March 1966,
where she was recommissioned in the
Italian Navy as Alfredo Cappellini (S-507).
March 6, 1982 - USS Atlanta (SSN-712) :
Commissioned with CDR Robin J. White in
command.
March 7, 1945 - USS Rock (SS-274) : At the
start of her 6th war patrol, she
picked up 15 merchant seamen, adrift in a
life raft for 32 days, and landed
them at Exmouth.
March 8, 1961 - USS Patrick Henry (SSBN599) : When Patrick Henry surfaced off Holy
Loch, Scotland, she had set a record for her
type, cruising submerged 66 days and 22
hours.
March 11, 1945 | USS Segundo sank the
cargo ship Shori Maru.
March 12, 1945 | USS Perch (SS-313) : Perch
departed Fremantle on her 5th war patrol,
carrying 11 Australian specialists trained in
commando warfare. In the Makassar
Straits, she contacted a coastal freighter.
Using gunfire, Perch sank the freighter.
March 13, 1945 | USS Crevalle (SS-291) :
Crevalle put to sea on her 6th war patrol
from Pearl Harbor, HI. Cruising in the East
China Sea, she took up a lifeguard station
during air strikes preparing for the
Okinawa invasion.
March 14, 1956 | USS Barbero (SS-317) :
Barbero fired her first “Regulus”
successfully from a point off San Clemente
Island. Her second shot came off equally
well two weeks later.
March 15, 1945 | USS Spot (SS-413) : On the
second night in her assigned patrol area,
Spot expended all torpedoes attacking a
Japanese convoy. Spot sank the passenger
cargo ship, Nanking Maru, and damaged a
freighter. The attack was made in heavy
weather and shallow water.
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India’s first nuclear missile
submarine crippled as
sailor leaves hatch open
By George Allison, UK Defence Journal
January 10, 2018

key systems including its nuclear reactor,
surveillance equipment, and ordnance.
Prime Minister Singh billed the submarine
as an outcome of a public-private
partnership. He also thanked Russia in his
address, stating, “I would also like to
express our appreciation to our Russian
friends for their consistent and invaluable
cooperation, which symbolises the close
strategic partnership that we enjoy with
Russia.”

Declassified: US Nuclear
Weapons At Sea
A hatch left open on the INS Arihant lead to
saltwater flooding the propulsion area, rendering the
$2.9 billion submarine inoperative.

Posted on Feb.03, 2016 in NATO, Nuclear Weapons,
Tactical Nuclear Weapons, United States by Hans M.
Kristensen

The incident was first reported by The
Hindu. According to an Indian Navy source,
a hatch was left open allowing seawater to
rush in. The Arihant issue rose soon
after INS Chakra, the Nerpa class nuclear
submarine leased from Russia, was reported
to have suffered damage to its sonar domes
while entering the Visakhapatnam harbour
in early October.
INS Arihant is to be the first of the expected
five in the class of submarines designed and
constructed as a part of the Indian Navy’s
secretive Advanced Technology Vessel
project. The Arihant class submarines are
reported to be based on
the Akula class submarine.
ASROC nuclear test, 1962

India has an ambitious plan to build a SSBN
fleet, comprising five Arihant class vessels.

By Hans M. Kristensen

INS Arihant was introduced to the public in
2009 at a symbolic launch ceremony. The
launch coincided with the 10th anniversary
of the conclusion of the Kargil War and
consisted of floating the vessel by flooding
the dry dock. Defence Professionals
Daily claimed Arihant was launched without

Remember during the Cold War when US Navy
warships and attack submarines sailed the
World’s oceans bristling with nuclear weapons
and routinely violated non-nuclear countries’
bans against nuclear weapons on their territories
in peacetime?
The weapons were onboard ballistic
missile submarines, attack submarines, aircraft
carriers, battleships, cruisers, destroyers, frigates
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and supply ships. The weapons were brought
along on naval exercises, spy missions, freedom
of navigation demonstrations and port visits.
Sometimes the vessels they were on
collided, ran aground, caught fire, or sank.
Not many remember today. But now the
Pentagon has declassified how many nuclear
weapons they actually deployed in the Atlantic,
Pacific, and Mediterranean. In our latest FAS
Nuclear Notebook published in the Bulletin of
the Atomic Scientists we review this unique new
set of de-classified Cold War nuclear history.
The Numbers
The declassified documents show that the
United States during much of the 1970s and the
1980s deployed about a quarter of its entire
nuclear weapons stockpile at sea. The all-time
high was in 1975 when 6,191 weapons were
afloat, but even in 1990, after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, there were 5,716 weapons at sea.
That’s more nuclear weapons than the size of the
entire US nuclear stockpile today.
The declassified data provides detailed
breakdowns for weapons in the Atlantic, Pacific,
and Mediterranean for the 30-year period
between 1961 and 1991. Prior to 1961 only
totals are provided. Except for three years (1962,
1965 and 1966), most weapons were always
deployed in the Atlantic, a reflection of the focus
on defending NATO against the Soviet Union.
When adding the weapons in the Mediterranean,
the Euro-centric nature of the US nuclear
posture during the Cold War becomes even more
striking. The number of weapons deployed in the
Pacific peaked much later, in 1987, at 2,085
weapons.
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The declassified numbers end in 1991 with the
offloading of non-strategic naval nuclear
weapons from US Navy vessels. After that only
strategic missile submarines (SSBNs) have
continued to deploy with nuclear weapons
onboard. Those numbers are still secret.
In the table above we have incorporated our
estimates for the number of nuclear warhead
deployed on US ballistic missile submarines since
1991. Those estimates show that afloat weapons
increased during the 1990s as more Ohio-class
SSBNs entered the fleet.
Because the total stockpile decreased
significantly in the early 1990s, the percentage of
it that was deployed at sea grew until it reached
an all-time high of nearly 33 percent in 2000.
Retirement of four SSBNs, changes to strategic
war plans, and the effect of arms control
agreements have since reduced the number of
nuclear weapons deployed at sea to just over
1,000 in 2015. That corresponds to nearly 22
percent of the stockpile deployed at sea.
The just over 1,000 afloat warheads
today may be less than during the Cold War, but
it is roughly equivalent to the nuclear weapons
stockpiles of Britain, China, France, India, Israel,
Pakistan and North Korea combined.
Read the remainder of this article here:
https://fas.org/blogs/security/2016/02/nucle
ar-weapons-at-sea/68/.
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Pentagon builds new lowyield nuclear warhead for
submarine launch
By Kris Osborn | Warrior Maven

An unarmed Trident II D5 missile launches from
the Ohio-class fleet ballistic missile submarine
Maryland off the coast of Florida. The U.S. is
seeking a low-yield warhead for the Trident.
(John Kowalski/U.S. Navy)

The Pentagon is pursuing modifications
to its existing Trident II D5 submarinelaunched, nuclear-armed ballistic
missile as part of a broader strategic
effort to engineer a new "low-yield"
warhead - in alignment with DoD’s
Nuclear Posture Review (NPR).
The NPR, released last year by
the Trump administration and
Pentagon, calls for the addition of new
low-yield nuclear weapons to increase
the sphere of deterrence options
available to US commanders.
“The modifications to a small
number of submarine-launched ballistic
missile (SLBM) to provide a low-yield
option and the pursuit of a modern
nuclear-armed Sea-Launched Cruise
Missile will provide additional diversity
in platforms, range and survivability,
and a valuable hedge against future
nuclear “break-out” scenarios,”
Pentagon spokesperson Johnny Michael
told Warrior Maven.
A senior Navy official told
Warrior that the modifications involve
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engineering a new reentry body or
“warhead” for the missile.
“As it currently stands, the
Trident can carry the W76-1 of W88. 'If'
there was a low-yield option, it would
be a third type of warhead the missile
'could' carry,” the official said.
Developers explain that new,
lower-yield reentry bodies would, in
keeping with the intended operational
function of the Trident II D5, exist for
one, singular -- yet crucial-- purpose.
“Unlike the fast attack
submarine that is multi-mission, the
SSBN (nuclear-armed ballistic missile
submarine) has one purpose - to carry
the Trident II D5. The Trident II D5 is
also single purpose. While it can carry
different types of reentry bodies
(W76s & W88s), it has one single
purpose - strategic nuclear deterrence
with assured second strike capability.
It’s not tactical. It’s not conventional.
So its sole purpose, that is the missile,
is to carry reentry bodies,” John
Daniels, Public Affairs Officer for the
Navy’s Strategic Systems Programs told
Warrior Maven
For years, senior Navy and
Pentagon leaders have discussed the
“Sea Leg” of the nuclear triad intended
to prevent catastrophic nuclear war. It
hinges upon what might be called a
paradox; weapons of massive
destructive power - capable of killing
millions -- are engineered to “keep the
peace.” In fact, an Air Force 3-Star in
charge of building new ICBMs told
Warrior Maven in a previous interview
that, since the dawn of the nuclear
era, there has not been “major” power
warfare like that which the world saw
in WWII.
Accordingly, this apparent
contradiction defining the existence of
nuclear weapons - is saving lives. The
undersea portion of the overall nuclear
Crash Dive Base
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triad -- which consists of land-fired
ICBMs, air-launched nuclear weapons,
and sea-launched ballistic missiles -- is
of key importance to ensuring a second
strike. In the event that land and/or air
nuclear weapons were damaged or
destroyed in a catastrophic first-strike
nuclear attack, sea-launched nucleararmed missiles would ensure the total
destruction of the attackers. This,
according to strategic deterrence
strategy -- simply prevents nuclear war
from ever starting.
TRIDENT II D5 Into 2040s
Potential modifications to
engineer a low-yield option for the
Trident’s warhead, would likely be
long-lasting, given the current Navy
plan for the missile.
The Navy has been working with
Lockheed on a Trident II D5 lifeextension program aimed at ensuring
the weapon can serve well into the
2040s.
A new, life-extended variant,
called the Trident II D5LE, was first
installed in 2017, arming the fleet with
an upgraded weapon, according to a
Navy fact sheet. The three-stage
ballistic missile can travel a nominal
range of 4,000 nautical miles and carry
multiple independently targeted
reentry bodies, according to Navy and
Lockheed information.
In recent years, the Navy as
been working with Lockheed on a
number of key technical upgrades to
both modernize and sustain the nuclear
weapon. Some of these are ongoing,
and others have made sufficient
progress, laying the foundation for
next-stage sustainment efforts, Navy
officials told Warrior.
This has included work on the
missile's Mk-6 guidance system, with a
specific focus on the weapon's
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electronic modules, Navy developers
have said.
Hans Kristensen, Nuclear
Information Project at the Federation
of American Scientists, told Warrior
Maven that the D5LE variant increases
precision and targeting by using two
stars for navigation -- instead of one.
“This provides more flexibility with
regard to the submarine’s precise
position,” Kristensen said.
Also, as mentioned by Michaels,
the Pentagon’s NPR also calls for a
nuclear-armed Sea-Launched Cruise
Missile (SLCM). Cruise missiles can fly
closer to the surface on more of a
linear trajectory - and potentially
operate in closer proximity to the
attacking submarine. This, by design,
could offer a range of lower-yield,
more precise nuclear strikes - should
they be ordered.
Interestingly, historians explain
that the Navy’s Tomahawk missile was
at one point armed with a nuclear
weapon - and senior Navy leaders have
specifically told Congress the service is
exploring options to arm the Virginiaclass attack submarines with nuclear
weapons.
Former Defense Secretary James
Mattis told Congress last year that the
NPR plan to develop new, lower-yield
nuclear weapons is specifically aimed
at addressing Russia’s violation of the
INF treaty. Michaels confirmed this:
“The SLCM will also provide an
arms control-compliant response to
Russia's non-compliance with the INF
Treaty, its non-strategic nuclear
arsenal, and its other destabilizing
behavior,” Michaels said.
Some members of Congress have
raised the question as to whether the
introduction of lower-yield nuclear
weapons could both encourage a new
arms race and lower the threshold to
Crash Dive Base
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nuclear war. Senior Pentagon weapons
developers have consistently
emphasized that the plan is intended to
achieve the reverse effect, and
function instead as a crucial new layer
of needed deterrence.

Wittman: Third SSN in
Budget Helps Reduce Risk
for Columbia SSBN
Richard R. Burgess, Seapower Magazine Online,
Mar. 13

WASHINGTON -- The addition of
a third Virginia-class attack submarine
(SSN) in the proposed 2020 defense
budget is a long-sought goal of the
leaders of the Seapower and Projection
Forces subcommittee of the House
Armed Services Committee. If
approved, the third SSN would help with
the construction of the Columbia-class
ballistic-missile submarine, a
congressman claimed.
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“Chairman Joe Courtney [DConn.] and I were pretty adamant with
[then-Defense] Secretary Mattis and
said, ‘Listen, we need to add another
Virginia-class submarine as we’re
transitioning into Columbia class,’ ” said
U.S. Rep. Rob Wittman (R-Va.),
speaking March 13 at the McAleese
Defense Programs Conference in
Washington. “It does two things: it gives
us an additional submarine and gets us
hopefully above the 42 number [the low
in 2028 before the number increases
toward 66] and, if you do that in
combination with taking existing nuclear
plants that we can replace into some of
the 688[-class] submarines [Los
Angeles-class SSNs], we can get close
to 50 [SSNs] when it’s all said and done.
“But it also helps us to de-risk
Columbia,” Wittman said. “It lets us put
work force into place that develops the
knowledge, skills and abilities to
transition directly over from building a
third Virginia-class submarine to building
the Columbia class. As we know with
new boats in these programs — we
watched it with Virginia class and others
— the learning curve is steep, where all
the risk is embedded in the early side.
When you look at welds and all the
things that happen with these ships, we
want to make sure we de-risk that.
Courtney, who also spoke at the
conference, noted that the effort to
include the third SSN in the 2019 budget
failed, but also noted that, with the
administration now supporting the third
SSN in the 2020 budget, “even though
we lost the battle [in 2019], we won the
war.”
On another topic, the Navy’s plan
to cancel the Refueling and
Comprehensive Overhaul (RCOH) of
the aircraft carrier USS Harry S. Truman
was met with concern from both
Courtney and Wittman. The Truman is
23 years old, and its service life could
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be extended to 50 years with the RCOH,
as has been done with the oldest half of
the 10 Nimitz-class carriers to date.
Courtney, who pointed out that
the Navy already has purchased the
nuclear reactors for the Truman, said
the plan to cancel the RCOH “doesn’t
make any business sense to me.”
Wittman, noting that the move
would drop the aircraft carrier force level
to 10 ships, said: “I would argue that it is
not wise.”
Aircraft carriers “are still
extraordinarily critical elements of sea
power, projecting power forward,”
Wittman said.

WWII Sub Vet Memorial
Quick Update
Submitted by: Frank Voznak, Jr.

refurbished and ready to be properly
placed. The benches are temporarily
on hold, but construction should
restart soon. Mostly, what we are
awaiting is for Mother Nature to cooperate, so that the construction
company responsible for pouring the
foundation can, in fact, pour the
foundation. Once that has taken
place, and is cured, the other
companies responsible for the
remaining facets of the project can
then do their job of backfilling around
the foundation and install the pavers,
install the bulkhead, benches and
flagpole. Due date is for around the
first of May.
Chris Gaines & Bret Zacher are
working on plans to have a
Commissioning Ceremony, to be
announced when the details have
been worked out.

The base has passed a milestone in
that the bulkhead for the memorial is
built, painted, and about ready for
installation. The WTD has been
Crash Dive Base Contact Information

Commander – Clayton Hill, 195 Clover Lane, Cedarburg, WI 53012; 262-377-5332
(work number) or bisi@ameritech.net
Vice-Commander – Greg Miller, 964 Fischer Drive, Addison, IL; (630)543-7855 or
fourkats4me@yahoo.com
Secretary (POC) – Chris Gaines, 513 West Downer Place, Aurora, IL 60506; 630-8925718 or ccgaines@mindspring.com
Treasurer – Glenn C. Barts, Sr., 2000 Jamestown Drive, Palatine, IL 60074; 847-9347418; gcbarts@msn.com
COB – Larry Warnke, l_warnke@msn.com
Chaplain – Cris Pascual; crispasses@aol.com; 285 Southridge, Gurnee, IL 60031;
847-855-0772
Membership – Tom Polzin, 1305 Winslow Circle, Woodstock, IL 60098; 847-867-8668;
tapolzin@aol.com
Storekeeper – Herman Mueller, 503 Lynn Terrace, Waukegan, IL 60085; 847-4455034; hermanandlorimueller@comcast.net
Newsletter Editor – Chris Gaines
Base Historian – Frank Voznak, Jr. 9 South 255 Madison, Burr Ridge, IL. 60527; 630
986-0175 franklin2@comcast.net
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Regular  Life  Associate 

OUR CREED:
“To perpetuate the memory of our shipmates who gave their lives in the pursuit of their duties while
serving their country. That their dedication, deeds and supreme sacrifice be a constant source of motivation toward greater
accomplishments. Pledge loyalty and patriotism to the United States of America & its Constitution.”
With my signature below I affirm that I subscribe to the Creed of the United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., and agree to abide by the Constitution, all Bylaws, Regulations and
Procedures governing the U.S. Submarine Veterans, Inc., so long as they do not conflict with my military or civil obligations. I will furnish proof of my eligibility for Regular
membership, including my discharge under honorable conditions, and proof of my U.S. Navy (SS) Designation, if required by the Base or the national Membership Chairman. If I am not
discharged, the discharge requirement is waived. If I am not U.S. N. submarine qualified, I am applying as an Associate and my sponsor is indicated below.

□

I certify that I was designated qualified in USN Submarines aboard ______________________ in _________ (Yr)

□

I certify that I received a discharge under Honorable Conditions (if not currently in military service) in _______ (Yr)

(Honorary designations regardless of source do not apply under any circumstances.)

Name: (Print /Type)___________________________________ Address: ____________________________________
City: _________________________ State: ____ Zip Code: _______-______

Tel: (______) ______-__________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

Date:

Your E-Mail Address ________________________________
st

______/______/________

Base/Chapter Desired: ___________________

st

The Member Dues year runs from Jan 1 thru Dec 31 . Please indicate your term preference: ______________________
Nat’l Dues: 5 Yr term: $115.00; 3 Yr term: $70.00; 1 yr term (Jan thru Sep) $25.00; (Oct thru Dec adds the next yr): $30.00;
Nat’l Life: 76+ yrs = $100.00; 66 thru 75 yrs = $200; 56 thru 65 yrs = $300.00; 46 thru 55 = $400.00; Thru 45 yrs = $ 500.00;
Local Base/chapter dues are separate and additional. Crash Dive Base dues are $15 annually.
How did you find USSVI?

□

Friend,

□

Boat Assn, □ Local Event/News,

□

Internet,

Who is your sponsoring USSVI Regular Member?: (Mandatory for Assoc
Associate Applicant is:

 Veteran  Spouse of Veteran 

□

Other (________________)

Mbrs) ____________________________

Other (specify)

_______________________

YOUR U.S. NAVY BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Date Of Birth (MM/DD/YY) ____/____/____

If other military service, What Branch? __________

Highest Rate & Rank Attained: _____________ Mil Retired (Y/N): _____ On Active Duty? (Y/N): ____
YR entered Mil Service: ______ YR left Mil Service _____ (Active/Inactive reserve time also counts.)

□

Check here if your Military Service falls within these time periods: Dec 7, 1941, thru Dec 31, 1946;
June 27, 1950, thru Jan 31, 1955; Aug 5, 1964, thru May 7,1975; and Aug 2, 1990 to date.

□ Check here if you have been awarded an Expeditionary Medal
Submarines and ships served aboard as ship’s company (Use back if you need more space.)
1.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

2.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

3.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr.____ to Yr. _____

4.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

5.

___________________________

Hull#______________

From Yr._____ to Yr. _____

Next of Kin:

Name: ________________________________ Relationship: ________ (Spouse, Partner, Son, Dau, Parent, Other)

Addr:________________________ City: ___________________

State: ___

Zip: _________ Tel: _______________________

(Leave this address line blank if the same as your home address)

Upon completion, give or mail this form, including your National and Base membership DUES (payable to ‘Crash Dive Base’) to
Crash Dive Membership Chairman Tom Polzin, 1305 Winslow Circle, Woodstock, IL 60098; 847-867-8668
March 21, 2019
Rev. I

